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**ABSTRACT:** The rare physical property of zero thermal expansion (ZTE) is intriguing because neither expansion nor contraction occurs with temperature fluctuations. Most ZTE, however, occurs below room temperature. It is a great challenge to achieve isotropic ZTE at high temperatures. Here we report the unconventional isotropic ZTE in the cubic ($\text{Sc}_{1-x}\text{M}_x\text{F}_3$) over a wide temperature range (linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), $\alpha = 2.34 \times 10^{-7}$ K$^{-1}$, 300–900 K). Such a broad temperature range with a considerably negligible CTE has rarely been documented. The present ZTE property has been designed using the introduction of local distortions in the macroscopic cubic lattice by heterogeneous cation substitution for the Sc site. Even though the macroscopic crystallographic structure of ($\text{Sc}_{1-x}\text{Ge}_{x}\text{F}_3$) adheres to the cubic system ($\text{Pm}3\text{m}$) according to the results of X-ray diffraction, the local structure exhibits a slight rhombohedral distortion. This is confirmed by pair distribution function analysis of synchrotron radiation X-ray total scattering. This local distortion may weaken the contribution from the transverse thermal vibration of fluorine atoms to negative thermal expansion, and thus may presumably be responsible for the ZTE. In addition, the present ZTE compounds of ($\text{Sc}_{1-x}\text{M}_x\text{F}_3$) can be functionalized to exhibit high-$T_c$ ferromagnetism and a narrow-gap semiconductor feature. The present study shows the possibility of obtaining ZTE materials with multifunctionality in future work.

**INTRODUCTION:** It is well-known that materials expand on heating. Interestingly, in several cases the property of negative thermal expansion (NTE) has been observed. The well-studied origin of NTE in framework materials stems from phonon-related transverse cooperative vibration, such as the rigid polyhedral units in ZrW$_2$O$_8$ and ScF$_3$ and geometrically flexible diatomic linkages in $\text{A}_8\text{[Co(CN)]}_6$. Other mechanisms giving rise to NTE include magnetic transition in Invar Fe-Ni alloys and nanocrystalline Cu$_3$$_4$ spontaneous polarization in PbTiO$_3$-based ferroelectrics and change of electronic configuration in BiNiO$_3$ and LaCu$_2$FeO$_7$. The occurrence of NTE in materials provides the possibility to control the rare but much desired property of thermal expansion, which is valuable not only in engineering but also in functional materials, i.e., zero thermal expansion (ZTE), because ZTE materials can be free from the thermally induced stress of thermal fluctuation. However, there are only a few ZTE compounds, like Invar alloys, Zr$_{0.6}$Sn$_{0.4}$Mo$_2$O$_8$, nano Mn$_3$Cu$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$Ni, and Fe[Co(CN)$_6$]. Furthermore, most isotropic ZTE compounds are restricted to a relatively low and narrow temperature range, due to the theoretical fact that low-frequency phonon vibration modes contributing to NTE are preferentially excited at low temperature. With increasing temperature, the relatively high frequency modes can be more dominant, leading to thermal expansion rather than ZTE. It is a great challenge to achieve isotropic ZTE over a wide temperature range. Here we report an isotropic ZTE over a wide temperature range in ScF$_3$-based compounds using chemical substitution. The cubic phase of ($\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1}$)F$_3$ shows an isotropic ZTE property in a wide temperature range of 300–900 K. Its ZTE behavior is correlated to a local rhombohedral distortion, which probably reduces the phonon transverse vibration. Moreover, the ZTE compound ($\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1}$)F$_3$ shows a high-$T_c$ ferromagnetism and narrow-gap semiconductor feature (band gap of $\sim 1.88$ eV). The present work provides a good example of ZTE materials with multifunctional properties.

At ambient conditions, ScF$_3$ adopts a cubic ReO$_3$-type structure. It is framework structure and only consists of corner-sharing ScF$_6$ octahedra. The NTE is proposed to be correlated to the rotary coupling of the fluorine-bridged octahdra rigid units. The distance of Sc-$\text{Sc}$ is shortened, resulting in a volumetric contraction on heating. In the present study, we suppose that isotropic ZTE can be achieved by the introduction of local distortion in the macroscopic cubic lattice, which could to some extent reduce the role of phonon transverse vibration to NTE. In this way, we adopt the chemical substitution by isovalent cations of Fe$^{3+}$ and Ga$^{3+}$ for Sc$^{3+}$. Fe$^{3+}$ ($0.645$ Å) and Ga$^{3+}$ ($0.62$ Å) are smaller than that of Sc$^{3+}$ ($0.745$ Å). The radius differences of Fe$^{3+}$ and Ga$^{3+}$ with respect to the Sc$^{3+}$ cation are 13.4% and 16.8%, respectively. The distortion, arising from the size mismatch of Fe$^{3+}$, Ga$^{3+}$, and Sc$^{3+}$ cations, would not be so considerable to result in a phase transition, and thus it will maintain the macroscopic cubic symmetry. In addition, Fe, as a kind of transition element, may introduce magnetism to the spectra of properties in the ($\text{Sc}_x\text{M}_xF_3$) system.
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A series of ScF₃-based compounds, i.e., (Sc,M)F₃ (M = Ga, Fe), were prepared by a solid-state reaction method. In the present study, five compositions—ScF₃, (Sc₀.₉Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₁)F₃, (Sc₀.₉₅Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₀₅)F₃, (Sc₀.₈₅Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₁)F₃, and (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅)F₃—were prepared. All five compositions remain in the cubic crystal symmetry according to X-ray diffraction (XRD) investigations (Figure S1). Details on sample preparation, high-temperature XRD, magnetic characterization, UV–vis spectra, and synchrotron radiation X-ray total scattering PDF analyses are provided in the Supporting Information. By systematic substitution for the Sc⁺³ cation, the NTE of each of these (Sc,M)F₃ (M = Ga, Fe) compounds has been weakened to different degrees, while the crystal structure remains in cubic symmetry at all investigated temperatures from 300 to 900 K. ScF₃ shows a strong and smooth NTE behavior with a linear CTE of αₜ = −3.1 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ (300–900 K). This value is consistent with the value of αₜ = −3.0 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ reported in the literature. After the substitution of only 5 mol% Ga³⁺ for Sc³⁺, the NTE of (Sc₀.₉Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₁)F₃ is slightly weakened (αₜ = −2.4 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹, 300–900 K). After the co-substitution by both Ga³⁺ and Fe³⁺ for Sc³⁺, the NTE property of (Sc₀.₉₅Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₀₅)F₃ is considerably impeded with a small CTE (αₜ = −1.3 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹, 300–900 K). Positive thermal expansion (PTE) has been achieved in (Sc₀.₈₅Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₁₅)F₃ (αₜ = 3.3 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹, 300–900 K). The XRD patterns collected at 300 K and temperature evolution of lattice constants of ScF₃, (Sc₀.₉₅Ga₀.₀₅)F₃, (Sc₀.₈₅Ga₀.₀₅Fe₀.₁)F₃, and (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅)F₃ are presented in Figure S1 and Table S2. Interestingly, the ZTE property is achieved in the composition of (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃ (the effective composition investigated by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS): (Sc₀.₈₂₅Ga₀.₀₇₅Fe₀.₁₂)F₃), where the lattice constant remains nearly constant throughout a considerably wide temperature range from 300 to 900 K (Figure 1). The value of CTE (αₜ = 2.3 × 10⁻⁷ K⁻¹) is and normally at low temperatures. The ZTE in the present composition of (Sc₀.₈₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃ can be extended to much higher temperatures. Such a wide ZTE temperature range is exceptional, since thermal vibration of the lattice should be large at such high temperatures.

In addition to the intriguing ZTE behavior, a high-Τ₀ ferromagnetic loop and deduction of a large linear contribution have also been observed in (Sc₀.₈₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃. For those compositions without Fe, ScF₃ and (Sc₀.₉₅Ga₀.₀₅)F₃ show diamagnetic behavior (Figure S3), since Sc³⁺ and Ga³⁺ have the 3d⁰ and 3d¹⁰ electron configurations, respectively. When Fe atoms are incorporated, (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃ clearly demonstrates a magnetic hysteretic phenomenon (Figure 2). This indicates a robust ferromagnetic behavior with a coercivity of ~70 Oe (inset at the bottom right of Figure 2). The M–H curve is associated with a large linear component, presumably due to remaining paramagnetic spins. Temperature dependence of magnetization in an external field of ~5000 Oe was also investigated for (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃. On heating, the magnetic moment decreases slowly and demonstrates a broader magnetic transition temperature span, leading to a Τ₀ as high as ~435 K. The corresponding reciprocal susceptibility (1/χ) as a function of temperature was also depicted in Figure S3d. Compared to other ZTE materials displaying magnetism, where magnetism commonly works below room temperature, it is interesting to observe such high-Τ₀ ferromagnetism in the present ZTE composition of (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃. Considerable band gap narrowing also occurs in (Sc₀.₈₀₀₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃, with a noticeable visible-light absorption and band gap value of ~1.88 eV (Figure S4), compared to the insulator ScF₃ (~5.5–6.0 eV). New emerging impurity energy levels, mainly composed of Fe 3d and F 2p states around the Fermi level, are presumably responsible for the large reduction in band gap.

What is the mechanism for the ZTE in (Sc₀.₈₅Ga₀.₀₁₅Fe₀.₁)F₃? There could exist local distortions in (Sc,M)F₃ (M = Ga and Fe) which are responsible for the mechanism of ZTE, even though it is in macroscopic cubic symmetry as shown by the XRD investigation. In order to investigate the local structure, we carried out atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of synchrotron radiation X-ray total scattering for undoped...
ScF3, (Sc0.9Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3, and (Sc0.85Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3. Initially, the cubic $Pm\bar{3}m$ model was adopted (inset in Figure 3a), in accordance with the XRD result, to analyze the local structure of (Sc0.85Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3. However, the cubic model cannot be reconciled with the experimental PDF data (Figure 3a), as demonstrated by the high value of agreement factor ($R_g = 26.9\%$). It can be expected that with the substitution of different size atoms for the Sc site, distortion would inevitably appear at a local scale. It is known that representative ReO3-type metal trifluorides with lattice disorder commonly remain in $R3$ symmetry, such as AlF3. Thus, the rhombohedral mode ($R\bar{3}c$) was used to describe the possible local structure for (Sc0.85Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3. Refinement based on the $R\bar{3}c$ model yields a considerably improved fit to the experimental data ($R_g = 15.9\%$, shown in Figure 3b). It is especially superior in modeling the nearest neighboring $M$–$F$ and the next-nearest neighboring $M$–$F$ PDF peaks, although some discrepancies still remain, such as the peak positioned at 3.98 Å. The rhombohedral model is presented in a cubic-like form rather than the form of rhombohedral unit cell (inset of Figure 3b). The special form was extracted from the rhombohedral structure (Figure S5). The difference between the cubic model and the rhombohedral one is discussed below.

Given that an experimental PDF can be treated as the assembly of snapshots of the instantaneous atomic arrangements, low and high $r$ corresponds to low structure and average structure, respectively. The high-$r$ (from 20 to 60 Å) experimental PDF of (Sc0.9Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3 was also refined (Figure S7). A closer inspection of the high-$r$ experimental data, however, demonstrates that the cubic model outperforms the rhombohedral one. This indicates that the long-range structure of (Sc0.9Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3 is cubic, which is consistent with the Rietveld refinement result (Figure S1 and Table S2). The high-$r$ PDF result demonstrates that the design of co-substitution by Fe$^{3+}$ and Ga$^{3+}$ is appropriate to retain the macroscopic cubic structure. If the difference in ionic radii is considerably large, such as in (Sc$_{1-x}$Y$_x$)F$_3$ (the difference of Y$^{3+}$ and Sc$^{3+}$ ion radii reaches 21%), it would inevitably result in considerable lattice distortion and a cubic-to-rhombohedral phase transition.

PDF analyses demonstrate that the rhombohedral model is superior to the cubic counterpart at low $r$ in (Sc0.85Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3. However, this situation is opposite when it comes to the higher $r$. In short, it confirms the coexistence of a lower symmetry in the local atomic arrangements and a higher symmetry average structure. This situation is not unusual, as it has ever been observed in crystalline materials such as In–Ga–As semiconductors. In contrast, PDF analysis in the undoped ScF3 displays that, at low $r$, the cubic model provides a better fit to the experimental data than the rhombohedral model (Figure S8). The distinction of local structures in ScF3 and (Sc0.85Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3 is presumably correlated with their different behaviors of thermal expansion.

Deviating from the ideal cubic structure, local atomic arrangements of (Sc0.85Ga0.05Fe0.1)F3 are subjected to rhombohedral distortion. Figure 4a,b clearly exhibits the two different local structures. In the cubic model, fluorine atoms locate exactly at the midpoint of the Sc/M–F–Sc/M linkage and Sc/M–F–Sc/M angles remain at 180° (Figure 4c). As for the distorted model, fluorine atoms depart from the original midpoint with a displacement of 0.117(3) Å shown by the purple arrows (for details see Figure S9), associated with the bending Sc/M–F–Sc/M linkage (Figure 4b). The distorted stacking octahedral give the Sc/M–F–Sc/M angle of ∼173.3(1)° (Figure 4d). It is presumed that this local distortion a...
rhombohedral structure has a strong correlation with the ZTE behavior in \((\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1})\text{F}_3\). As reported previously,\(^7\) Sc\(_3\)F\(_6\) adopts the cubic ReO\(_3\) structure with straight Sc--F--Sc linkages.

Upon heating, the transverse vibration of F anion normal to the straight Sc···Sc axis, involving the cooperative rotation of Sc\(_3\) octahedra rigid units, gives rise to a reduction in Sc···Sc separations and thus ensures strong NTE. In the present ZTE material of \((\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1})\text{F}_3\) at the B-site 15 mol\% Sc\(^{3+}\) is replaced by heterogeneous cations of Ga\(^{3+}/\text{Fe}^{3+}\). Its local structure is rhombohedrally distorted with bending M--F--M linkages, which could impede the cooperative rotation of (Sc,M)\(_3\)F\(_6\) octahedra rigid units and thus weaken the NTE. Eventually, when NTE is dampened to a certain extent, ZTE occurs, and here it occurs in the composition of \((\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1})\text{F}_3\). As a comparison, most ReO\(_3\)-type metal fluorides, such as AlF\(_3\) and TiF\(_3\), generally show macroscopic distortion of rhombohedral symmetry (space group R\(\overline{3}\)m), featuring larger bending of M--F--M linkages (Al--F--Al \(\approx 157.6^\circ\), Ti--F--Ti \(\approx 160.8^\circ\)).\(^{19,22}\) They do not exhibit NTE but normal PTE. Therefore, it could be inferred that the ZTE of \((\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1})\text{F}_3\) is highly correlated with local distortions and bending of M--F--M linkages.

For NTE compounds with open framework structure, the present study provides a possible approach to mediate NTE to the desirable ZTE property, by the introduction of slight local distortions. The enormous diversities in structure, magnetism (\(\mu\)), and electronic properties of (Sc,M)\(_3\)F\(_6\) (M = Ga, Fe) can be referred to for further exploration to design other controllable materials. In addition, it also could achieve multifunctionality, like samarium compounds.\(^{23}\) In ZTE compounds.

In summary, isotropic ZTE has been observed in cubic \((\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1})\text{F}_3\) over a wide temperature range (300--900 K). It is unconventional to observe the isotropic ZTE over such wide temperature range. PDF analysis provides an insight into the local structure. The local rhombohedral structure features a slightly bending Sc/M--F--Sc/M linkage. The static displacement of fluorine from the axis of Sc/M--Sc/M reaches 0.117(3) Å. This local distortion may impede the transverse vibration of rigid (Sc,M)\(_3\)F\(_6\) octahedra and thus is presumably responsible for the ZTE property. Furthermore, the present ZTE \((\text{Sc}_{0.85}\text{Ga}_{0.05}\text{Fe}_{0.1})\text{F}_3\) exhibits high-temperature ferromagnetism (\(T_C \approx 435\) K) and narrow band gap semiconductor characteristics. The enormous diversities in structure, magnetism, and electronic properties of (Sc,M)\(_3\)F\(_6\) (M = Ga, Fe) can be referred to for further exploration to design other controllable NTE or ZTE materials with multifunctional properties.
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